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Let G be a semisimple Lie group which has a compact Cartan subgroup H, let K 
be a maximal compact subgroup of G containing H, and let n be the sum of the 
negative root spaces of G corresponding to an arbitrary choice of a positive root 
system of (G, H). We compute the n-cohomology of the K-finite vectors in a limit 
of a discrete series representation x of G. In the special case when A is a discrete 
series representation our result reduces to the result of W. Schmid. In the special 
case when n is a holomorphic limit we interpret its multiplicity in L’(r\G) 
cohomologically, where r is a discrete subgroup of G. In the general case we 
present a conjecture for this multiplicity. 0 1988 Academx Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a connected, non-compact semisimple Lie group and let Kc G 
be a maximal compact subgroup. We assume G, K are of equal rank and 
we fix a Cartan subgroup H of G contained in K. We denote by $P the 
character lattice of H. If g, k, h are the complexifications of the Lie algebras 
g,, k,, h, of G, K, H, and if A = A( g, h) is the set of non-zero roots of 
(g,h), thendcP~/r~, where hg is the real subspace of the dual space h* 
of linear functional with real-valued restriction to J-l ho. We also fix 
once and for all an arbitrary system of positive roots A+ c A, and we set 
(1.1) n= C g-,, 
aeA+ 
where gP is the root space of JI E A. In general if $ c A is any system of 
positive roots, we write I,$~, II/,, for the subsets of compact, non-compact 
roots in # and let a($), 6,($), 6,((p) denote half the sum of the roots in I,$, 
tik, $,. In particular we shall write 6, 6,, hk for 6(A+), d,(A+), 6,(A’). 
Now let I ~hg such that A + a($) E Y, where $ c A is a system of 
positive roots for which A is +-dominant. We set 
(1.2) ?(A) = 2 -Sk($) + ~rlC$). 
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To the pair (A, $) Harish-Chandra has assigned an invariant eigen- 
distribution @(A, @) which is non-zero 9 ~(1) in (1.2) is $,-dominant. 
Equivalently Q(A, $) # 0 o (A, u.) = 0 for CI simple in @ * CI is non-compact. 
In this case Q(A, I,$) is the character of a tempered irreducible unitary 
representation ~(1, $) of G with infinitesimal character xi (in Harish-Chan- 
dra’s notation). n(A, $) is called a limit of a discrete series representation, 
the latter representations being of the form n(A, II/) with 1 regular for A 
(and then II/ being uniquely determined by A). We assume of course that 
@(A, $) # 0. Let W,, W denote the Weyl groups of (k, h), (g, h); W, c W. 
Then one has 
THEOREM 1.3. n(i,, t+b,) and n(ll*, $J are unitarily equivalent-l, = 
wl,, *1 = wt)* for some w  E Wk. n(n, *)lK contains the K-type ~(2) (once). If 
v is any other K-type then v=q(l)+a sum of roots in I). 
For examples, see [2, 5, 10, 11 J. 
In this paper we determine the Lie algebra cohomology H*(n, H,,,,,) of 
n (see (1.1)) with coefficients in the (g, K)-module of K-finite vectors 
H Ire.,+) in rr(,$ II/); see Theorem 2.2. This extends Schmid’s result for the dis- 
crete series case [9]. Our method is to analyze the spectral sequence used 
in [9, 121 a bit more carefully (than that needed in the discrete series case) 
and to establish their collapse even when A is singular with respect to +,. 
In the special case when G/K is Hermitian symmetric and Ic/ is a suitable 
holomorphic chamber we find in Theorems 2.4 and 5.10 a cohomological 
meaning of the discrete multiplicity of n(A, Ic/) in L’(f\G) for a lattice r 
in G. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
Let H,(w be the space of K-finite vectors in the discrete series limit 
n(A, II/) just described for AE hX such that A+ a($)~ dp, where @c A is a 
positive system for which A is +-dominant. We shall assume that 1 is 
$,-regular though it is (possibly) +,-singular. In particular @(A, II/) # 0. H 
acts on n and on HnCLtij and thus on the cohomology H*(n, HztA,@.,), by 
(g, K) compatibility. For p E 9 we let H*(n, HxCi,tiL))r be the subspace 
of cohomology classes, where H acts according to the corresponding 
character of e” of ,u. Then one has the direct sum 
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One main result is 
THEOREM 2.2. Let FEY be arbitrary. Then in (2.1), H*(n, H,(j,,~))l,=O 
unless u - 6 lies in the W, orbit of J. (this is true even zf 1 is +k-singular). 
Assume u - 6 = wil for some w E W, (w is necessarily unique as we assume 
that 1, is $,-regular). Let 
(2.3) sp= I{@EAkf lb-4 a)>O}l, 
qr=I{aEA,+ I(u-&a)=OandaE -w$,}l, 
where JSI denotes the cardinality of a set S. Then Hb(n, Hn(l,lL,),,=O for 
b #s, + rU + qr and H’~+~p+~fi(n, HnCl,lL,)P is one-dimensional. 
Remark. In particular if i is $-regular, so that x(A, $) is a discrete 
series representation, we have that qP = 0 and Theorem 2.2 therefore 
reduces to Theorem 4.1 of [9]. 
Our second main result is the following. Let Tc G be a discrete sub- 
group of G such that T\G has a finite G-invariant volume, say r as in [7]. 
Suppose G/K is Hermitian symmetric with a G-invariant holomorphic 
structure compatible with A+; in particular A: u -A,+ is also a positive 
root system. For A E 9 such that (A + 6, A: ) > 0 and (A + 6, A,+ ) < 0, let 
n(A + 6, A: u -A,+ ) be the corresponding holomorphic discrete series 
limit [4]. Then (see Section 5 for more details) we show 
THEOREM 2.4 (see Theorem 5.10 below ). The multiplicity of 
~(2 + 6, A: u -A,+) in the discrete spectrum of L’(I’\G) coincides with the 
dimension of a suitable L2-cohomology space (in degree zero) of the quotient 
bundle r\Yi over T\GJH, where ~j,- G/H is the homogeneous 
(holomorphic) line bundle over G/H induced by 1. For r\G compact we can 
replace L2-cohomology by sheaf cohomology. 
In general (for non-holomorphic limits of discrete series) one must look 
to cohomology in higher degree (even in degree higher than that for non- 
holomorphic discrete series due to singularity of the parameters with 
respect to non-compact roots) to interpret L2(T\G) multiplicities. 
Theorem 2.2 in conjunction with formula 5.2 (or (5.3)) below provides 
the explicit candidate degree. Thus we have formulated Conjecture 5.8 
(in Section 5) as the proper generalization of Theorem 2.4. We hope to find 
a proof of it in future research. 
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3. THE k n 12-COHOMOLOGY OF A K-TYPE 
Let p be the orthocomplement of k relative to the Killing form ( , ) of g. 
Thus g = k + p is a Cartan decomposition. Let p- = p n n so that 
(3.1) P- = lx g-a, knn= C g_,. 
For rc E 6, i.e., 71 an irreducible unitary representation of G, we write H, for 
the (g, K)-module of K-finite vectors in the Hilbert space of x and 
(3.2) Hz= c 4~) Vv 
VCR 
for the primary K-decomposition of rc, where m(v) is the multiplicity of the 
K-type VEK. The subalgebra kn n of n gives rise to a Hochschild-Serre 
spectral sequence [3] ‘“‘E which “computes” H*(n, H,)r, for PE 9 
arbitrary but fixed, with first-order terms 
(3.3) (“)EJJ = H”(k n n, H, Q A’p/p-), 
= vFk m(v) HV n n, V, 0 A ‘P/P - )cl 
as observed in [9]. 
Also for bk =h@ kn n (a Bore1 subalgebra of k) we can find a finite 
b,-module filtration 0 = F, c F, c ... cF,,=A’p/p- ofA’p/p- (forrlixed) 
such that H acts on F,/F,- 1 by some character e”‘, ui E 2. With v E k fixed 
one can thus find a spectral sequence “‘E which computes 
H*(k n n, V, @ A’p/p-), in (3.3) with first-order terms given by 
(3.4) (r)qb = Ha+% n n, Vv)p--oN-o. 
To be a bit more precise, for a labeling of the roots in A,+, say A,+ = 
{@ 1, *.., an}, let S,= {ail... cti,}cAn+ forZ={i, ,..., i,}, l<i,< . ..<i.<n, 
and let crI= (S,)=defai,+ ... + ai,. If we label the collection {I} by 
(4, .*., Z,,,}, N= (;), then we can write (3.4) as 
(3.5) 
Though (3.4) is elementary the reader may consult [ 121 for a formal proof. 
We let cr E W, be the unique element such that all/k = A: and we set 
P=a$; thus Pk=A:, Pn=aJln. In view of (3.3), (3.5) the study of the 
n-homology of ~(n, Ic/) can be largely facilitated by the study of the 
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k n n-cohomology of the K-types I/, of n(n, $). We focus on the latter 
cohomology now. Note that by Theorem 1.3 
(3.6) 7r(l, I)) 2: 7c(aA, P). 
Thus we work with the positive root system P which has the advantage 
that P I> Al. Also by Theorem 1.3, x(01, P) has AL-lowest highest weight 
~(crn) = a1 - 6, + 6JP) = aq(1); cf. (1.2). Write (7’) = C,, T u for Tc A. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let p E 9, Tc A,+, and let v E g be a K-type of x(02, P) 
with AZ-highest weight v E h* such that for some integer b, 
Hb(k n n, V,),- <T) # 0 and p - 6 = wal for some w  E W. Then, even if 
2 is $,-singular there exist T E W, such that (i) p-- 6 = raJ, (ii) b = 
l{a~A:--zCI (p-S,a)20}1, where C=def{a~ -A: 1 (aI?,cr)=O}, 
(iii) v = v(aJ), (iv) 6, - (T) = zS,(P), and (v) T= A(z) u B, where 
(3.8) 
A(T)= {a~A,f I (p-6,a)=Oandr-‘clE -P,} 
B= {a~A,f 1 (,a-6,a)<O}. 
Conversely if b, v, p, T satisfy (i) through (iv) for some r E W, then 
Hb(k n n, V,), _ < rj is one-dimensional. 
Proof If Hb(k n n, V,),- <rj # 0 then by Kostant’s theorem [6], 
p - (T) = ~(v + 6,) + Sk for some t E W, b =a I { c1 E A: I ttl E A: }I. Since 
tr1(6,, - (T)) is a weight of the spin module of k and since PI A: we 
can write t-‘(a,,--(T))=d,(P)-(Q) for some QcP,. Then 
r [ v + 6, - 6,(P) + ( Q ) ] = p - 6, which equals waA by assumption for 
some w  E W. By Theorem 1.3, v has the form al - 6, + 6,(P) + S, where S 
is a sum of roots in P. Thus we have r ~ ’ wa,l = al + (Q ) + S, which forces 
(Q ), S = 0, as al is P-dominant (since J is +-dominant). That is, 
(3.9) Y = aA - bk + 6,(P), t-‘(6,- (T))=6,(P), 
p---b 2 rail, 
which gives (i), (iii), (iv) in the statement of Theorem 3.7. Also for C 
defined therein one checks directly that s{cr~A: I taEA:}=b 
{B-f: -rC I b-4 PDO} using 4 in (3.9) (and that aA is A:- 
dominant), which by Eq. a gives (ii). For (w, , T,) E W x W, set 
(3.10) Gj,,(P) = wl( -PI n P, @,, = tl( - A:) n Ak+. 
Let w2 E W be the unique element such that w2 P= A+. Again as PI A: 
we have 6(P)=6,(P) +6, =a,--r6,(P)+ (@,) = 6,- t(6(P)-6,) + dk - 
r6,=6 - 76(P) = w&P) - r6(P) = w;‘(6, - Tan(P) + (Qi,)) = 8(P) 
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- w,‘zb(P) = mv;4P) >Y which by (3.9) can be written 
(w;‘(Tu@,))= (Q,;+(P)), whence we deduce w;i(Tu@,)=@,;~,(P). 
That is, 
(3.11) T= w,@,+(P) - @,. 
If Ada in (3.8) then UEA,+ cA+=w*P, (p-6,a)=O, and 
t-‘aE -P,. Writing a=~,/?, PEP one has T-‘w~~~=~-‘uE -P,cP* 
BE @+(P) * 0: E W@,~~,W - @,, since @, c @z ; i.e., 47) = 
w~@,,,~I,(P) - QT. Similarly for a E A,+ such that (p - 6, LX) < 0 again writing 
c1= w,p, /?E P one has (an, r-‘w#) = (ral, a) = (p - 6, a) (again by h in 
(3.9)) <O*~F~W~/?E -P (again as al is P-dominant)=-/IE@,F~,(P); i.e., 
B c W,Q,;l,(P) - 0,. Suppose conversely c( E w2 @,;I,( P) - @, so that 
c(= w2/I with /?E P such that F’w~/IE -P. Then 02 (a& 7-‘wzP) = 
(taA,cr)=(p--4~1) with z-~~=~-‘w~E -Paz-‘a~ -P, (since 7~ W, 
and cr~TcA,+ by (3.11)). Thus cr~A(z)uB* 
(3.12) w,@+(P) - @, = A(7) u B, 
which by (3.11) gives (v). Conversely suppose b, v, p, T, given as in the 
statement of Theorem 3.7, satisfy (i) through (iv) for some 7~ Wk. 
Then p - ( T) = p - 6 + 6, - (T) + Jk = 7(al+ a,,(P)) + dk (by (i), (iv)) = 
t(v + 6,) + 6, by (iii). If we show therefore that b = 1 {U E A: 1 za E A: }I (cf. 
Eq. a.) it will follow, by [6], that dim Hb(knn, Vv)p-cr> = 1. By (ii), 
b=I(acA:-rCI(p-&tl)aO}l. But by Eq.b (which uses only 
hypothesis (i)), b = I {a E A: I ta E A: } I as desired, which completes the 
proof. 
COROLLARY 3.13. Let p E 9 be arbitrary. Then (even ifI. is $,-singular) 
H*(n, H,(l,ti,), =0 unless p-6 lies in the W, orbit of 1. 
Proof Suppose H*(n, H,,ati, B ) # 0. Since rr(,?, $) has infinitesimal 
character xi, a theorem of Casselman and Osborne [ 1 ] gives p - 6 = w1 A 
for some w1 in W. By (3.3) and (3.6), for some r and some K-type v E K 
of n(al, P) one has H*(k nn, V,@ A’p/p-), ~0. Then by (3.5), 
H*(k n n, I’,),- <T> # 0 for some Tc A,+ (such that I TI = r). Since 
p-a=waA for w=w,a-’ E W, (i) of Theorem 3.7 gives p - 6 = ta,J E W,l 
for some 7 E Wk. 
COROLLARY 3.14. Let p E 9 and let v E k be a K-type of n(al, P) with 
AZ-highest weight v E h*. Suppose 1 is $,-regular and p - 6 = wl for some 
WE w, (necessarily unique). Then if s, r are integers with 
H”(knn, V,@ A’p/p-), #O, we have (i)’ s=slr, (ii)‘r=q,+ r,, (see (2.3)), 
and (iii)’ v = q(aA). Conversely H”(k n n, V, @ A’p/p- ), is one-dimensional if 
s, r, v satisfy (i)’ through (iii)‘. 
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Proof. H*(knn, V,Q A’p/p-), is computable by a spectral sequence 
“‘E with “‘Eyb = H”+b(k nn, V/V)~~O,N-a, where alnr-, = (S,,mO> with 
S ,N-a c A,+ such that JS,,-a ) =c r, N= (‘$I), by (3.5). Letj,E [l, N] be that 
unique integer for which A(wa-‘) u B= S,m. We claim that (‘)Eyb = 0 for 
a # N-j,. Note that as 1” (or equivalently p - 6) is $,-regular, C in 
Theorem 3.7 is the empty set. That theorem gives therefore for (r’E4b # 0, 
(i)p-6=7a;l for some 7~ W,, (ii)a+b=l{aEd: / (p-6,a)>O}j=s,, 
in (2.3), (iii) v = q(aA), (iv) 6, - aINmn = 76,(P), and (v) S,N_ti = A(7) u B. 
Since w  E W, is uniquely determined by p - 6 = WA we must have 
7a=w*7=wa-1=-S,N-il=c’ S6 (by (v))*N-a=j,=a=N-j,, as 
claimed. Thus the spectral sequence (“E collapses and we obtain 
Wknn, v,QA’p/p-), 
By (ii), (iii), (v), and Eqs.c, c’, H”(knn, V,@A’p/p-),#O*s=s,, 
v = r(aA), and r = IA(wa-‘) u B( = jA(wa-‘)I + JBI = (A(wa-‘)I + rp (see 
(2.3)), where (by (3.8)) A(wa-’ )= {agA,f I (,u--&a)=0 and 
aw’-lae -P,}= (agA,f 1 (p-6, a)=0 and aE -w$~), since P,,=a\l/,,. 
That is, IA(wa-‘)I =qp in (2.3) *r = qr+rfl. Conversely for s=s,, 
r=qp+rp, and v = u(an), suppose we can show (iv): 
6, - (A(wa-‘) u B) =e wa-‘G,(P). Then by Eq. d and Theorem 3.7 we 
would have that H”(k n n, V, @ (A’p/p ~ )), is one-dimensional. Thus we 
establish Eq. e to conclude the proof. Using p - 6 = zaA (7 = wa- ’ ) one has 
A(7) u Bc w2cPw21r(P) - @, by exactly the argument which leads to (3.12). 
The argument given there for the reverse inclusion w,@,,-I,(P) - @, c 
A(7) u B appealed to (3.11), which is invalid here. However, we 
can yet obtain the reverse inclusion using that I is I//,-regular. Namely if 
a E w2 @,,l,(P) - Qr we still have by definition a = w2 fl with /I E P such that 
7-‘w2/l~ -P; i.e., aE A+ and (an, 7~‘w,/?)<O. Now if a~ A$ then 
as a$cDr, 7 -‘a E A: * (since aA is $,-regular) 0 < (an, 2C’a) = 
(an, 7 ~ ‘wzfl) d 0 is a contradiction. That is, a must be in A,+. In particular 
as 7~ W,, 7 -la is also non-compact; i.e., zC’a=zC1wZfiE -P=s 
-‘a E -P and 0 2 (ad, 7-lwzj?) = (taA, a) = (p-6, a) * indeed 
ZE A(7) u By Thus at any rate we still have A(7) u B= w~@~,~I (P) - @ 
Note also by the definitions involved that w,@,.;~~(Pf; @,; i.,‘.. 
w,Qj,,;~,(P)=(w,rS~,l~(P)-or) u GT 3 (A(7)uB) = w,(d(P) - 
w;‘76(P)) - (6,-r 6,) = s-7(6,+6,(P)) - 6, + 7 6, = 6, -7 8JP). 
which is precisely Eq. (e). 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2 
In this section we fix p E Y and we assume that A is $,-regular. We also 
assume that p-- 6 = wl for some (unique) WE W,; for otherwise we have 
H*(n, H,(,,tij), = 0 by Corollary 3.13. Taking z = z(A, (//) E 6 we have the 
spectral sequence ‘“)E which computes H*(n, H,), with (“)q”= 
CYEkm(v) H”(knn, V,OA’plpP), according to (3.3). By (3.6) and by 
Corollary 3.14, (=)E collapses: (*)Q = m(q(aJ)) H”(k n n, VV(oij @ A’p/p- ), 
= H”(k n n, V,,cOn, 0 A’p/p-), (as m(~~(al)) = 1 by Theorem 1.3) = 0 for 
r#q +r *Hb(n, H,)p= (~@P+bwP+~P) = Hb-(yfi+‘d (knn, v @ 
Aq~+‘fip/p’), (for every 6) = 0 or a one-dimensional space accord:Lg) as 
b - (qr + rP) = s, or not, which proves Theorem 2.2. 
5. COHOMOL~GICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE MULTIPLICITY 
OF A HOLOMORPHIC DISCRETE SERIES LIMIT IN L2(f \G) 
In this section we fix a discrete subgroup l-’ of G which is torsion free and 
which has a finite G-invariant co-colume. We assume r satities the mild 
conditions imposed in [7] (or equivalently in [S]); in particular the latter 
conditions hold if r is arithmetic. Then the discrete part L;(T\G) of 
L’(T\G) has the decomposition 
(5.1) Li(r\G)= 1 m,(On, 
xed 
where m,(f) is the (finite) multiplicity of n, R E G, therein. The choice of 
the positive system A + above gives rise to a G-invariant holomorphic 
structure on G/H such that n (in (1.1)) consists of the anti-holomorphic 
tangent vectors at 1H. The G-homogeneous line bundle PA + G/H over 
G/H corresponding to the character I? of H for a given 1 E 9 also has a 
G-invariant holomorphic structure. Let H{(T\Yi) be the jth-dimensional 
L2-cohomology space given in Section 1 of [ 131 as the L2-solutions of an 
appropriate Laplace-Beltrami operator. Then by Theorem 2.14 of [ 131 
(5.2) H& Z-\P’J = c mM) H’h H,)L 
nEG,n(R)=(1,1+26)1 
where Q is the Casimir operator of G. If r1 is any co-compact discrete 
subgroup of G (possibly with torsion) we can replace (5.2) by 
(5.3) H’(r,\GIH, Wr, 1) = c mArI) Hjh H,)L, 
nE6,n(c2)=(A,A+2S)l 
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where the left-hand side is the jth-dimensional sheaf cohomology of the 
structure sheaf ~$(ri) denoted by YA in [12]; see Theorem 2.3 there. We 
construct a x E G contributing to the sum in (5.2) (or in (5.3)) as follows. 
For A E 9 such that 1+ 6 is A,-regular let w0 E W, be the unique element 
such that (wO( --A- 6), A: ) > 0 and define 
(5.4) A=n(n)=w,(-n-q-s, Ic/‘= -w,$, 
where J/ c A is a positive system for which A + 6 is $-dominant. Then A + 6 
is t,V-dominant, and $’ 3 A:. Let 
(5.5) S,=J{aEAk+ 1 (I+S,~r)<o})y 
rj.= ({oc~A,+ I (A+& cr)>011, 
qj,=I{ol.EA,f(~+6,tl)=OandaE~,= -w~‘I+!I~)~. 
Then by Theorem 2.2 we have 
THEOREM 5.6. Hb(n, H,,, + a,ifJ) --1 is one-dimensional for b = sj. + 
r;, + qj., and is zero otherwise. 
Note that since n(A + 6, $‘) has infinitesimal character x,, +&, 
n(A+~,~‘)(~)=(~A+~~*-~~~*)1=(~~+~~*-~~(*)1=(~,~+26)1. Thus 
n(A + 6, $‘) contributes to the sum (5.2) (or (5.3)). Also 
(5.7) n(A + 6, lfv) = n(3. + 6, I))*, 
where I? is the contragredient of XE G. Thus (5.2) (or (5.3)) and 
Theorem 5.6 lead to 
Conjecture 5.8. Under generic conditions on A 
dim H~+‘;+~“(~\~,)=m,,,+,,~L’,(~)=mnc;+,,J,,(~) (by (5.7)) 
or 
dim HS1+‘+ +““(T,\G/H, ~j.(T,)) = m,(j,+b,lLI(r,). 
The conjecture provides for the cohomological interpretation of (but not 
the computation of) the multiplicity in the discrete spectrum of L*(r\G) of 
a limit of a discrete series representation. Its validity for discrete series 
representation is well known and is proved in the fullest generality in 
[12, 131. We turn now to a proof of the conjecture in a very special 
case-viz. the case of a limit of holomorphic discrete series representations, 
as considered in [4], for example. For this we assume therefore that G/K 
has a G-invariant holomorphic structure compatible with A +. That is, if 
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the complexified tangent space of G/K at the origin is identified with p (see 
Section 3) then for the splitting p = p + @ pP of p into holomorphic and 
anti-holomorphic tangent vectors p + , p _, respectively, one has 
(5.9) p+= c g,. 
fEEA; 
p+ are then K-stable abelian subalgebras of g. Although we could choose 
several holomorphic Weyl chambers, for the sake of specificity we proceed 
as follows. Take 1 E .9’ such that (2 + 6, A: ) > 0 and (2 + 6, A: ) ,< 0, where 
1+ 6 is singular with respect to at least one root in A,+. Then 
$ zdecA: ” -A,+ is a system of positive roots for which 2 + 6 is 
$-dominant. If KE W, is the unique element such that ICA: = -AZ then 
in (5.4), w~=Ic*I,IY= -qh=A+, and in (5.5), So =O, rl =O, and 
q1 = 0 (since +,, = -A,+ =P A,+ n IJ?, = 0). By Theorem 5.6 therefore 
Hbh H,(- K(l +6J,d+&-1 = 0 for b,> 0 and is one-dimensional for b = 0. But 
we note in general that if XE G such that H’(n, H,)-n #O then by the 
definition of zero-dimensional Lie algebra cohomology, H, is a g-highest 
weight module with highest weight -1 relative to the positive system 
-A+. Thus H,(and hence rr itself) is determined uniquely by 1, up to 
equivalence; i.e., H, = H,, _ Kcl + 6j, A +) so that in (5.2), dim H;(T\2$)= 
m,(-,(~+,),A+)(r)=m,(,+,,,) (r) (by (5.7)). Thus Conjecture 5.8 is valid in 
the present case: 
THEOREM 5.10. 
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